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Aboriginal art provides Australia with an iconic and recognisable national and 
international identity. Aboriginal art is one of the most important means for Aboriginal 
people, particularly those in remote areas, to participate in mainstream economic 
systems, which also provides contemporary relevance for maintaining the cultural 
integrity that drives the industry.

The Aboriginal Economic Development Division within the Department of Industry 
and Resources (DoIR) is the Western Australian Government’s key agency for 
support and advice to Aboriginal enterprise development.  

In response to the identified need for a strategic approach to supporting Western 
Australian’s most significant visual arts industry, DoIR developed the Arts 
Commercialisation Strategy. 

The DoIR Arts Commercialisation Strategy has been pivotal to the enterprise 
development of the WA Aboriginal arts industry in recent years.  Working in 
partnership with State and Commonwealth agencies, DoIR funding and expertise 
has contributed to a dramatic increase in the profile and performance of art centres, 
with Western Australia now recognised as the most exciting and innovative area for 
Aboriginal art in Australia.  

Supporting emerging Aboriginal artists is an identified priority in the DoIR Arts 
Commercialisation Strategy which recognises the importance of nurturing young and 
emerging artists for the sustainability of Western Australia’s thriving Aboriginal arts 
industry.

The Western Australian State Government is committed to the development of this 
important arts sector.  

Indigenous cultural expression is essential to the unique culture of Western Australia 
and celebrated world-wide.

It is an industry which tends to focus on the successful works of elderly artists, often 
distracting attention from the emerging artists in each region.  

Revealed is an important partnership between the Department of Culture and the Arts 
and the Aboriginal Economic Development Division of the Department of Industry and 
Resources, and Central TAFE.

Revealed showcases 33 emerging and young artists from 13 Indigenous art centres 
from across the vast State of Western Australia.  These artists are at the beginning 
of their art making careers and the Revealed exhibition draws together the most 
promising talent for the first survey of its kind in Western Australia.  I am pleased to 
recommend these artists to you.

Congratulations to all involved.



About Revealed

What is it about a work of art that can take your breath away? Perfect craftsmanship 
and mastery of materials is always impressive, but never enough. A harmony of 
colour and composition can be sublime. But with much art, it is the artist’s unique 
voice and their demonstrated affinity with their subject that gives the work meaning 
and life.

Stars of the Aboriginal art constellation like Rover Thomas and Emily Kame 
Kngewarreye, both late bloomers, painted with a singular vision.  The intimacy of 
their relationship with their subject transcended mere paint and canvas to convey an 
intense longing. We can feel that passion when we look at their work.

Aboriginal art is recognised internationally to be among the most significant art 
movements of the twentieth century. It comes out of a rich tradition that has been 
transmitted across the generations orally and visually. In many ways it has come to 
represent our shared Australian identity.

Curator Anne Marie Brody talks about Australian Indigenous art as a powerful 
statement from one of the world’s oldest surviving cultures, a statement of 
relationship to land, in her 1990 introduction to Contemporary Aboriginal Art, works 
from the Robert Holmes à Court Collection. She states that “In Aboriginal terms, 
images constitute legal proof of rights … many artists perceive the purchase of their 
work as a validation of this claim.”

Brody also said that most Australians had “little direct experience of Aboriginal people 
and have difficulty locating them as individuals amidst the myriad of clichés and 
stereotypes that surround them.” Perhaps not much has changed in 18 years in the 
wider community; but for those who have embraced Aboriginal art, taken it into their 
hearts and home, there has been a shift. The good news is that it is never too late to 
start participating.

Revealed sets out to familiarise audiences with exciting emerging artists from 
regional WA, and offers opportunities to meet the artists and get to know their work, 
and thus their/our country. 

It empowers the artists by giving them a voice and enhancing their market position. 
Hopefully this can lead to a better standard of living, a longer life and more pathways 
to education, employment and self determination for them and their families.

This art is a vehicle for nurturing mutual respect and understanding of Aboriginal 
culture and heritage. This art may be beautiful and vibrant but it is also politically 
charged.

Thelma John
Central TAFE Art Gallery Manager



The value of remote Arts practice

Perceptions of remote and regional Western Australia usually begin with images of 
overwhelming landscapes and enormous distances, and of the isolation of people.  
Yet these same domains are also the location for creativity, home to the astonishing 
diversity and cultural force of Aboriginal art.

Operating in many communities in remote and regional Western Australia are 
Aboriginal-owned and operated art centres – thriving, energetic arts cooperatives 
producing some of Australia’s most innovative and distinctive works of art.  

Art centres are extraordinary examples of successful enterprise, built on the cultural 
vitality that is maintained in the limitless horizons of ‘outback’ Western Australia, 
operating in challenging circumstances.  Art centres offer realistic self-employment 
and economic choice to Aboriginal communities from the Kimberley to the Great 
Southern, communities often with few alternatives.

Art centres’ success is built on providing high quality art and business services 
within their communities and, externally, creating equitable access to national and 
international art markets.  Facilitating the exchange between remote area artist and 
urban marketplace is a critical art centre service.  

One of the more confronting issues in the Aboriginal art industry is that of unethical, 
unscrupulous and illegal practice - artists being underpaid or worse, enterprises 
undermined or consumers misled.  

Among the reasons people buy and enjoy Aboriginal art is a desire to contribute to 
a more equitable exchange between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Australians.  In 
acquiring works of art from an art centre or ethical gallery, buyers are assured of work 
that meets all the highest standards of quality: artistic, cultural and ethical.

Another service that art enterprises provide in remote areas is skills, training and 
employment.  Working on the Revealed emerging artists showcase are two young 
Martu women, whose homes are in small communities east of Newman.  

Hayley Atkins and Renette Biljabu usually work with Martumili Artists, but as part of 
the range of opportunities offered by Revealed, they worked with the project team on 
preparing and presenting this exhibition.  

Over coming years, the emerging artists showcase will work with arts workers and 
emerging curators from art centres across Western Australia, linking the innovation of 
remote areas with national opportunities.

Parallel to these employment and enterprise aspirations, Revealed is the proud 
display of creative and cultural wealth from the regional and remote areas of Western 
Australia, sharing the diversity from those vast realms of country that make up the 
largest part of the State.  

Tim Acker
Art Consultant, Revealed Co-ordinator



Martumili Artists Trainee Curators
Hayley Atkins and Renette Biljabu

“It is a good opportunity for us working as a young 

Indigenous emerging curators, to learn how to work with 

others and other Aboriginal communities.

We are doing something for our art centre and to interpret 

our language - Martu Wangka - for old people.”

Hayley Atkins and Renette Biljabu

Martumili Artists Trainee Curators



Kayili Artists

PMB 47
Via Alice Springs NT 0872
P: + 61 8 8954 9137  
F:   + 61 8 8956 7609 
E:  art@kayili.com.au
W:  www.kayili.com.au

Kayili Arts is located at the tiny community of Patjarr in 
the Ngaanyatjarra Lands of western central Australia. It 
is at the edge of the vast Gibson Desert Nature Reserve, 
about 240km north of Warburton, and only reachable by 
dirt road. 

Kayili Arts began operations in September 2004 and 
has since enjoyed an enthusiastic and positive response 
from the market. The acrylic paintings produced by 
Kayili artists are known for their vibrant colours, raw and 
uncontrived shapes, and highly traditional origins which 
link every work to Tjukurrpa (law and culture). 

Kayili Arts is a community owned art centre. All members 
of the executive committee are active artists who 
reside in the community. The money earned by the 
sale of paintings provides people with an income and 
flows directly back into the community, supporting the 
community’s aim of self-determination and empowerment.

Untitled

Jennifer Ward



Untitled

Moya Porter

Untitled

Jennifer Ward



Mangkaja Arts

PO Box 117
Fitzroy Crossing WA 6765
P: + 61 8 91915833
F:  + 61 8 9193 0041
E:  mangkaja.arts@bigpond.com
W:  www.mangkaja.com

Mangkaja Arts is owned and operated by artists from 
Western Australia’s Fitzroy River Valley. The art centre 
is located in Fitzroy Crossing and represents artists from 
four main language groups. Two of the groups, Bunuba 
and Gooniyandi, are from areas surrounding Fitzroy 
Crossing while the Wangkajunga and Walmajarri groups 
are from the Great Sandy Desert. 

Mangkaja Arts supports the artistic, cultural and enterprise 
aspirations of its members by offering training and skills 
to young artists and artsworkers, sharing the cultural 
richness of the region with many audiences and creating 
a strong enterprise that enables artists to equitably 
access national and international markets.

The artists of Mangkaja produce vibrant paintings which 
showcase the variety of their country and cultural stories. 
The meeting of desert and river cultures has created a 
unique range and strength of artistic expression. 

Mangkaja Arts has a long tradition of large scale 
collaborative projects and has produced major works such 
as the epic Ngurrara canvas, a collaborative piece which 
maps the lands that forms part of the Great Sandy Desert. 
The canvas was presented to the Native Title Tribunal as 
evidence during a land claim in 1997.

Winpa

Andrea Pindan



Kirrja (Morning Dew)

Eva Nargoodah

Karnti Season (Bush Potato Season)

Eva Nargoodah



Martumilli Artists

PMB 22 
Newman WA 6735
P:  +61 8 9176 8000 
E:  martumili@eastpilbara.wa.gov.au
W:  www.martumili.com.au

Martumili Artists was established in late 2006 and 
supports Martu artists in Kunawarritji, Punmu, Parnngurr, 
Jigalong, Irrungadji (Nullagine) and Parnpajinya 
(Newman). 

Many Martu artists have close relationships with 
established artists amongst Yulparija, Kukatja and other 
Western Desert peoples and are now gaining recognition 
in their own right for their diverse, energetic and 
unmediated painting styles.

Their works reflect the dramatic geography and scale 
of their homelands in the Great Sandy Desert and 
Rudall River regions of Western Australia. Martumili 
Artists represents speakers of Manyjilyjarra, Warnman, 
Kartujarra, Putijarra and Martu Wangka languages, many 
of whom experienced first contact with Europeans in the 
1960s. 

The artists include painters, working in acrylics and oils, 
as well as weavers coiling baskets and sculptors working 
in wood, grass and wool. Martu artists proudly maintain 
their creative practices whilst pursuing social and cultural 
obligations across the Martu homelands.

Rarki

Helen Samson



Manyjilyjarra

Debra Thomas

Untitled

Pukina Burton



Maruku Arts

C.M.A. Ininti Store
Ayers Rock NT 0872
P:  +61 8 8956 2153 
F:  +61 8 8956 2410 
E:  punu@maruku.com.au
W:  www.maruku.com.au

Maruku Arts is a craft company, owned and controlled by 
Anangu (Aboriginal people from the south east and west 
of Central Australia). Maruku’s warehouse is based within 
the Mutitjulu Community and its retail outlet is at the Uluru 
- Kata Tjuta Cultural Centre, at the base of Uluru.

18 communities spread over an area similar in size to 
Victoria now own and are serviced by Maruku Arts. These 
include Amata, Indulkana, Fregon, Ernabella, Mimili, 
Docker River, Pipalyatjara, Kalka, Wingellina, Blackstone, 
Jameson, Warburton, Warakuna, Tjukurla, Kanpi, 
Nyapari, Finke, Mutitjulu and many smaller homeland 
centres.

With approximately 800 craftspeople contributing work to 
Maruku Arts on a regular basis, this artists’ co-operative 
is thought to be the largest of its kind in Australia. The 
Maruku warehouse usually has in stock more than 30,000 
pieces of craft for resale.

Tjitji Ngati

Veronica Reid



Minyma Kutjara

Veronica Reid Tjittji Ngati

Selina Kulitja



Mowanjum Arts

PO Box 3
Derby WA 6728 
P: +61 8 9191 1008
F:  +61 8 9193 2591
E: mowanjum.art@bigpond.com.au
W:  www.mowanjumarts.com

Mowanjum Artists Spirit of the Wandjina Aboriginal 
Corporation (MASWAC) provides materials and access 
to the marketplace for the Wandjina artists who live in the 
Mowanjum community, 15km outside of Derby, in the far 
north of Western Australia. 

In the culture of the Worora, Ngarinyin, and Wunumbul 
tribes, the Wandjina is the supreme spirit being. In the 
1970’s, Wandjina art from Mowanjum was one of the first 
Aboriginal art forms to be made available for purchase in 
the Kimberley. 

Today, through the efforts of the Mowanjum elders and 
artists and many dedicated local people and businesses, 
the Wandjina culture is not being lost. As artists continue 
to paint and the Mowanjum children begin to rediscover 
their own beliefs and heritage, the culture is evolving. And 
now the world can learn about one of the oldest and most 
powerful images in Aboriginal art and the stories that have 
been passed on for more than 100 centuries. 

Gyorn Gyorn

Tarina Burgu



Wandjinas and Unguds

Kirsty Burgu



Mungart Boodja

Evening Sunset

Alan Kelly

PO Box 766 
Katanning WA 6317
P:  +61 8 98 212836 
F:  +61 8 98 212546 
E:  mungart@mungartboodja.com 
W:  www.mungartboodja.com

Mungart Boodja Art Centre is an incorporated, not for 
profit, Indigenous arts organisation managed by the 
Executive Committee of Mungart Boodja Inc. The Art 
Centre is located in the Town Hall building on Austral Tce 
in Katanning, in the Great Southern region of Western 
Australia. 

As the first Indigenous owned and operated art centre 
enterprise in Noongar country, Mungart Boodja is working 
hard to develop a sustainable art centre and to develop 
the market for Noongar art within the broader Aboriginal 
arts industry and the visual arts generally.   

Mungart Boodja Art Centre plays a vital role in supporting 
the professional development of Noongar artists from 
throughout the region and aims to promote, preserve and 
protect Indigenous cultural heritage through the arts.   

The Art Centre supports Indigenous artists to overcome 
social and economic disadvantage by facilitating the 
production and promotion of Noongar art and craft.  The 
Centre provides a distribution point, gallery, exhibitions 
and professional skill development workshops. 



Ngarnk & Coolingah (Mother and Child)

Charlie Colbung



Papulankutja Artists

PMB 70 
via Alice Springs NT 0872 
P:  +61 8 8956 7586 
F:  +61 8 8954 9074
E:  artists.papulankutja@bigpond.com
W:  www.papulankutja.com.au

Between the Great Victoria and Gibon Deserts is 
Blackstone, home of the Papulankutja Aboriginal 
community. Blackstone is like a small oasis where bush 
tucker is in good supply and people can retain their 
culture and speak Ngaanyatjarra language without the 
intrusive elements of western culture.

An important source of income is the sale of art and 
craft. Most art and crafts are in keeping with the lifestyle 
at Blackstone and done outside around the campfire on 
the ground. Crafts include woodwork, grass baskets and 
jewellery made from nuts and seeds. There has also been 
a long history of acrylic painting on canvas. Papulankutja 
Artists is the hub for this activity where men and women 
gather to create their art.

Papulankutja Artists is building on a history of cultural 
activities and has the great good fortune of having an 
active group of young artists working under the guidance 
of elders who enjoy sharing their knowledge and 
experience.

Warrutjarra

Maime Butler



The Seven Sisters 

Anawari Mitchell



Roebourne Arts Group

27 Roe Street
PO BOX 20 
Roebourne WA 6718
P:   +61 8 9182 1396
F:  +61 8 9182 1899 
E:  roebourneart@bigpond.com 
W:  www.roebourneart.com.au

Roebourne Art Group is a community controlled and 
governed Aboriginal art centre based in the West Pilbara, 
with a membership that includes Ngarluma, Yindjibarndi, 
Guruma, Banjyima, Marthuthinira, and Nyamal people. 
Roebourne Art Group works with artists and craftspeople 
in Roebourne, Nguruwaana, Karratha, and Wickham. 

It was established to support Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander people who wish to advance their skills in the 
area of arts and crafts. In addition to paintings, artists 
produce glass and weavings that are sold through a 
number of galleries. 

Roebourne Art Group supports the maintenance and 
transmission of culture through creative expression and 
undertakes an inclusive program of bush trips, workshops 
and exhibitions. Roebourne Art Group works to extend 
the skills of its members by providing professional and 
artistic development opportunities, and supports income 
generation through commercial activities. 

Pilbara Landscape

Jack Alexander



Ngurra

Pansy Hicks

Moorumburri Yinda

Jill Churnside



Warakurna Artists

PMB 29
Via Alice Springs NT 0872 
P:  + 61 8 8955 8099
F:  + 61 8 8955 8399 
E:  art@warakurnaartists.com.au 
W:  warakurnaartists.com.au

Warakurna is a remote community situated in the 
Ngaanyatjarra lands on the Great Central Road, 
Western Australia, near the Northern Territory border, 
approximately 330 kilometres west of Uluru. The township 
of approximately 180 people is located next to the Giles 
meteorological weather station, and is nestled amongst 
the spectacular Rawlinson Ranges. 

Warakurna has a long history of artistic expression. The 
Warakurna Art Centre is fully owned and governed by 
Aboriginal people, and services and represents artists 
from the nearby communities of Tjukurla and Wanarn. 
Warakurna Artists is an energetic, creative and happy 
place, where men and women, young and old, paint and 
share Tjukurrpa (dreaming stories) and contemporary 
tales.

The paintings are vibrant and diverse, reflecting each 
artist’s unique style, stories and connection to country. 
Passing on these important stories to young people is a 
critical means of keeping culture strong and vital. 

Tingari Men

Ken Shepard



Minyma Kutjara

Veronica Reid

Wati Tjukurrpa

Ken Shepard



Waringarri Arts

Speargrass Road (Opp. Kelly’s Knob)
PO Box 968
Kununurra WA 6743
P:  + 61 8 9168 2212
F:  + 61 8 9169 1044
E:  waringarrisales@westnet.com.au 
W:  www.waringarriarts.com.au

Waringarri Aboriginal Arts specialises in contemporary 
collectable Aboriginal art of the east Kimberley region.

Painting only with ochre pigments,  artists interpret the 
grandeur of the Kimberley region and the importance of 
each individual artist’s country and traditional knowledge 
while exploring a celebration of colour, composition 
and individualism. Artists relate images of country, 
contemporary events, traditional stories and stories of 
station life. 

Situated at Kununurra, in the heart of the east Kimberley, 
Waringarri Aboriginal Arts was established in the early 
1980’s by senior artists and elders of the region to 
promote Aboriginal art and culture and provide economic 
support to artists and their communities.

Today, the art centre operates as an artist’s studio and 
gallery space for exhibitions and sales of ochre paintings, 
limited edition prints, engraved boabs and artefacts. 

Waringarri employs five Aboriginal arts workers to assist 
in the management of their art centre, providing support 
to artists and contributing to the sharing of information 
with the broader public.

Namoowalem

Agnes Armstrong



Thegooweng

Agnes Armstrong



Warlayirti Artists

PMB 20 Balgo
Via Halls Creek WA 6770
P:  +61 8 9168 8960
F:  +61 8 9168 8889
E:  admin@balgoart.org.au 
W:  www.balgoart.org.au

Warlayirti Artists Aboriginal Corporation, located at 
Wirrimanu (Balgo) in the southeastern Kimberley is 
renowned for its dynamic, vibrant paintings. The art 
centre represents approximately 200 artists from three 
communities in the Kutjungka region - Kururrungku 
(Billiluna), Mulan and Balgo. 

The artists are from diverse language groups such as 
Kukatja, Walmajarri, Jaru, Ngarti, Warlpiri and Pintupi. 
The diversity of cultural practice and bold use of colours 
clearly marks Warlayirti Artist’s individual and unique 
style.
    
Warlayirti Artists is known for its bright acrylic works 
on canvas and linen and paintings continue to be the 
strength of Warlayirti Artists. However in more recent 
years artists have been developing their skills in the areas 
of printmaking and kiln-formed glass art. 

Over the past 18 months there has been a hive of activity 
at Warlayirti with the continuance of strong painting by 
senior artists and the blossoming of young artists.

Yagga Yagga

Nellie Njamme



Ngamaloo

Elizabeth Gordon

Tjatjati

Miriam Baadjoo

Tjintjintjin

Brian Mudgedell



Yaruman Arts

PMB 301 Ringer Soak
Via Halls Creek WA 6770
P:   +61 8 9168 8195
F:  +61 8 9268 8195
E: pjahn@westnet.com.au

Yaruman Art Centre is located in the Ringer Soak 
Community, 170 kms east of Hall’s Creek in the southern 
Kimberley region. Djaru is the principal language, 
however due to the historical displacement of people from 
the south and east, many resident’s cultural antecedents 
lie elsewhere.

Yaruman is a relatively new art centre, with formalised 
painting activity beginning in about 2002. There is a body 
of painted boards however, which date from the first days 
of the community’s Catholic school in the early 80’s. 

Stylistically, the acrylic paintings show stronger links with 
the desert works to the south rather than the ochre work 
of the Kimberley to the north. Artists are also keen to 
expand their practice to include printmaking, basketry and 
woodwork.  

A new art centre building is near completion, and it is 
hoped that these new facilities will enable artistic practice 
to expand. The artists are very proud of their new centre, 
and visitors are welcomed.

Desert Flowers and Water Flowing

Rosie Lala



Waterhole Country

Mary Seela



Yinjaa-Barni Arts

Dalgety House
3 Roe St
Roebourne WA 6718
P:  + 61 8 9182 1959
F:  + 61 8 9182 1959
E:  yinjaa.barni.art@bigpond.com

Yinjaa-Barni Art has been operating since 2006 and 
comprises predominately family members. Each of 
the Yinjaa-Barni artists has an individual style that 
incorporates elements of traditional and contemporary art.

The group operates out of the heritage listed Dalgety 
House in the Shire of Roebourne. In 2008 the group won 
six categories of the Cossack Art Award, including overall 
winner Wendy Darby. 

Work from the artists have been featured in corporate 
publications, as well as Australian Geographic Magazine. 

To be able to paint provides the artists with a great sense 
of self worth and pride, knowing that their families are 
very proud. For the older members of the group it is also 
about painting country and culture and teaching younger 
community members through story telling. Mulla Mulla Patch

Marlene Harold



The Claypan Waterholes

Maudie Jerrold

Mulla Mulla

Allery Sandy



Participating Artists and Centres

Kayili Artists 
Jennifer Ward
Moya Porter

Mangkaja Arts 
Andrea Pindan
Eva Nargoodah

Martumili Artists
Morika Biljabu
Pukina Burton
Debra Thomas
Helen Samson
Ngamaru Bidu

Maruku Arts 
Selina Kulitja
Veronica Reid

Mowanjum Artists 
Kirsty Burgu
Tarina Burgu

Mungart Boodja 
Alan Kelly
Charlie Colbung

Papulankutja Artists 
Anawari Mitchell
Maime Butler

Roebourne Art Group 
Pansy Hicks
Jill Churnside
Jack Alexander

Warakurna Artists 
Ken Shepherd

Waringarri Arts 
Agnes Armstrong

Warlayirti Artists 
Geraldine Nowee
Brian Mudgedell
Elizabeth Gordon
Dora Mungkirna
Nellie Njamme
Miram Baadjoo

Yaruman Arts 
Rosie Lala
Mary Seela

Yinjaa Barni Artists 
Allery Sandy
Maudie Jerrold
Marlene Harold
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